Kendra On Top (Series 6)
16 x 30’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. I Dismember Mama
After two weeks at Marriage Boot Camp Family Edition, Kendra leaves fearing Patti’s tell all book
threat. Hank snubs Patti, and Kendra keeps Patti’s tell all book a secret. While Kendra works to
mend her relationship with her mom, Hank won’t let Patti near the grandkids until she shows him
some respect. Patti gets an enticing phone call from a book publisher that could make Patti’s
dream and Kendra’s worst fear come true!

2. Publisher Perish
Kendra keeps a secret from Hank. Patti breaks down in tears, upset by her ex-husband, Eric’s role
in Kendra’s life, and wanting to repair her relationship with Hank. Patti agrees to meet with a book
publisher, but keeps that a secret from Kendra!

3. Unhappy Birthday
Kendra tells her dad, Eric, and his wife, Amy, about Patti’s plan to write a tell-all book. Eric claims
Patti is fame hungry, and Amy advises Kendra to give Patti an ultimatum. Hank loses it when he
finds out about Patti’s tell all book threat. Patti has a secret meeting with a famous book publisher,
Judith Regan, who digs for dirt on Kendra.

4. Terms of Endangerment
Kendra is shocked by an unexpected, sexy new job prospect that could take her to Las Vegas.
Patti is intrigued by the possibility of telling her life story, but fears her tell all book would
jeopardize her relationship with Kendra. Colin and Patti are at odds on whether or not Patti should
tell Kendra about her meeting with a book publisher. When Kendra shares some surprising news
with her mom, Patti is taken aback when she learns how Hank really feels about her.

5. Sex Tips and the City
Kendra travels to NYC and is all nerves at her audition. A concerned Colin fears Patti’s secret
could destroy the progress she’s made with Kendra. Patti talks tell all and shares family drama at
girls’ night. A sexy and exciting job offer causes trouble for Kendra, when she makes a big
decision without Hank!
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6. Patti Meltdown
Kendra is enraged when her manager reveals her mom’s secret—Patti met with a publisher
behind her back! Kendra races to San Diego to confront Patti about her tell-all book. When Kendra
fears the book will include Hank’s scandal & her dad, Kendra & Patti face off!

7. Truce or Dare
Kendra storms out after giving Patti an ultimatum—if she writes the tell-all, she will never see her
grandkids again. Book publisher, Judith Regan, urges Patti to confront Hank. To prepare for her
sexy new play, Kendra meets with an acting coach and battles her stage fright. Hank is shocked
when Patti shows up unannounced.

8. Forgive and Regret
Kendra keeps a revealing secret about her starring role in a sexy Las Vegas play. Looking to
change Hank’s mind about her tell-all book, Patti surprises Hank with an unexpected visit. Unable
to regain Hank’s trust, Patti must make the ultimate choice between fame and family.

9. The Last Temptation of Patti
Relieved to hear that her mother has decided not to write a tell-all book, Kendra and Hank invite
Patti back into their home just in time for Alijah’s 3rd birthday party. When Patti’s reunion with her
grandchildren is interrupted by a lavish surprise from grand-dude, Patti’s bitterness towards her
ex-husband becomes painfully obvious. Later, Patti receives a phone call from a familiar voice
tempting her with an offer she may not be able to refuse.

10. As the Page Turns
Kendra moves to Las Vegas for her sexy new play, and has an emotional goodbye with Hank and
the kids. When a publisher makes Patti an offer she can’t refuse, Patti goes behind Kendra’s back
and secretly writes a chapter exposing her ex-husband. Patti gives her friend the chapter and
confides that she wants Kendra to know what kind of man her father really is. Kendra plans a wild
bachelorette party in Vegas for her friend Brittany, but is shocked when Patti shows up!

11. Frenemy Mine
Kendra parties in Vegas for Brittany’s bachelorette, but when Patti storms out, Kendra questions
her progress with her mom. When Kendra confronts Patti, Patti reveals she distrusts Jessica and
doesn’t believe she’s a true friend. Colin is shocked by news of Patti’s tell-all book!

12. Episode 012
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13. Episode 013

14. Episode 014

15. Episode 015

16. Episode 016
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